Commitment Pledge
I, __________________________________, being of sound mind and body, do hereby
pledge to commit to no longer allowing myself to be subject to inconsistency and lack
of follow-through and perseverance. I will not stifle my opportunities for growth and
improvement and inhibit my access to the miraculous and incredible potential lying
inside me, ready to be harnessed, incited and set free, that will lead me expediently in the
direction of my greatest dreams, desires and ambitions and allow me to make a profound
difference in my life, in the life of my family and in the world around me.
I do hereby Commit to Practicing Our Core Success Habits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

By my own best Customer - Personally use Nikken Products
Create a Total Monthly Retail Volume of 500 PV or more
Read Positive Attitude Books 15 minutes a day
Listen to Audios - Make your car your classroom
Watch Recommended Training / Motivational Material
Be Coachable / Accountable - Call my Mentor - Everyday!!!
Add a new name to my Prospect List every day
Show Nikken to Someone Twice a Week or more

Date

Signature

Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always
ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative and creation, there is one
elementary truth, the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans:
That the moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too. All
sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise have occurred. A
whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one’s favor all manner
of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material assistance, which no man
could have dreamed would have come his way. Whatever you can do, or dream
you can do, begin it. Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it. Begin it now.
- W. H. Murray

